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The Faro Town Council wish to express our strong support for the separation of
the PellyNisutlin riding into two separate ridings. The new ridings should represent
those communities whom have much in common, both geographically and
culturally. The Ross River Dene Council, the Teslin Tlingit Council, the Village of
Teslin Council together with Faro's Council are unison in our support for riding
representation reflecting our communities' interests and those of our surrounding
areas. The province of Saskatchewan bases their remote rural riqings boundaries
more on geographical separation rather than population alone. Perhaps their
model may be considered here as well.
In point of fact, it is probably much easier for the MLA of old Crow to reach their
riding by scheduled air carrier than for our MLA to visit either Ross River or Faro.
Often Mr. Hassard's visits to the remote areas including our community require
driving in adverse conditions that can take several hours. This means, and
understandably so, that we do not have the pleasure of his company as often as
we would like. Having our MLA living in or near our community would make it
possible for Faroites to enjoy the privilege of their company more often as most
Yukon riding residents do.
While our MLA does visit our communities as often as he is able, it must be taxing
on his time away from his own family and community as well. This letter in no way
is meant to reflect negatively on Mr. Hassard's efforts to represent us but focuses
on the geographical and cultural barriers separating our communities.
I am sure that representatives from our communities and first nations would
welcome an opportunity to present as interveners at a board hearing should an
invitation be so made.

